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Eugene Ormandy / Philadelphia Orchestra
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 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in their original,  pristine state for maximum 

"artifacts" which are an inseparable part of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  
 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may 

be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very 
demanding  manufacturing process.

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com

  
 

8. ACT  III / Spanish Dance
9. Neapolitan Dance
10. Hungarian Dance
11. Mazurka
12. Pasde deux (The Black Swan)
13. ACT  IV / Dance of the Little Swans
14. Finale 

1. ACT  I / Scene
2. Waltz
3. Pas de trois
4. ACT II / Scene
5.Pas de deux
6. Dance of the Little Swans
7. Coda



Eugene Ormandy twice led his Fabulous Philadelphians in the Swan Lake ballet suite of Peter Tchaikovsky 
in 1963 and 1987, and the immediate response to his �rst recording had been quite enthusiastic, to the 
point where auditors wished Ormandy would commit the complete ballet scores on CBS discs to compete 
with the relatively lackluster reading by Ansermet and the overly literalist reading by Dorati.  From the 
outset, the ever-familiar “Scene,” with its haunted oboe solo, Ormandy invests the score with the richness 
and glossy luster we expect when the Philadelphia is in full throttle, and Ormandy believes in the music 
he leads. The big Valse from Act I receives a broad palette and unfolds without cuts. The Pas de Trois and 
the Danses de Petits Cygnes remain light, �uid, and brightly lit. All of the “national” dances bene�t from a 
burst of energy in full Technicolor, although we might wish that Ormandy, like Bernstein, took the repeat 
of the captivating melody in the Spanish Dance. The opening chords of the Finale provide plenty of proof 
positive for the power of the Philadelphia forte when called upon. The string section, naturally, outshines 
virtually every orchestral ensemble of the period.  
Tchaikovsky himself had been skeptical of his own gifts for ballet, at least up to the time of 1875-1876.  
He had read through and heard Delibes’ ballet Sylvia, and he openly admired its “charm, elegance, wealth 
of melody, rhythm and harmony.” From Adolphe Adam’s 1844 score for Giselle, Tchaikovsky absorbed that 
composer’s contribution of leitmotif, the idea – completely integrated in to Wagner’s Ring Cycle – that 
certain themes should evoke characters, moods, situations, and identi�able icons. Tchaikovsky then 
ransacked his old abandoned score for the 1868 opera The Voyevoda, from which drew assorted tunes 
and �gures he could adapt to ballet-stage use.  The original premiere of the ballet proved relatively 

disastrous, mostly attributable to poor production qualities and inferior dancers and musicians. The 
critics thought the ballet “too German, with unpronounceable characters.” 
In all, Swan Lake was given a total of forty-one performances between its première and the �nal 
performance of 1883 — a rather lengthy run for a ballet that was so poorly received upon its premiere. 
Hansen would go on to become Balletmaster to the Alhambra Theatre in London, and on 1 December 
1884, he presented a one-act ballet titled The Swans, which was inspired by the second scene of Swan 
Lake. The music was composed by the Alhambra Theatre's chef d'orchestre Georges Jacoby.
The second scene of Swan Lake was then presented on 21 February in Prague by the Ballet of the 
National Theatre in a version mounted by the Balletmaster August Berger. The ballet was given during 
two concerts which were conducted by Tchaikovsky. The composer noted in his diary that he experienced 
"a moment of absolute happiness" when the ballet was performed. Berger's production followed the 
1877 libretto, though the names of Prince Siegfried and Benno were changed to Jaroslav and Zdeňek, 
with the rôle of Benno danced by a female dancer en travestie. The rôle of Prince Siegfried was danced by 
Berger himself with the Ballerina Giulietta Paltriniera-Bergrova as Odette. Berger's production was only 
given eight performances, and was even planned for production at the Fantasia Garden in Moscow in 
1893, but it never materialized.
Today, of course, this masterpiece is embraced universally as the greatest balletic concept of its time, far 
outshining anything in its contemporary repertory. And if the movie Black Swan means anything, 
dancers would kill to perform it. 


